“The 50th Ryuou festival” Sake barrels carried exclusively by women
Experience
Japanese
culture

“Carriers” Wanted

“Onna-taru-mikoshi” (Sake barrels carried exclusively by women) is the start of “Ryuou-matsuri (Ryuou
festival)” with a fascinating atmosphere. “Ryuou-matsuri” is a festival held in every summer in grand scale
which will be the 50th year in 2018. We will make 3 groups of carriers for 3 Sake barrels. We are looking for
people who are willing to liven up the event carrying sake barrels with us! If you are interested and wants to
join us, please read the following details and contact us by June, 2018.
1. The event name

“The 50th Ryuou-matsuri (Ryuou festival)”

2. Date & Time

July 27th and 28th, 2018
Meeting time: 7:00pm / Ending time: 10:30pm

3.Requirement content

Carriers for Onna-taru-mikoshi” (Sake barrels carried exclusively by women)
60 people per a day (in order of arrival)
※Healthy women, 20 years old or more
※We will welcome either of 1-day-participants and 2-days-participants

4. How to apply

Please fill out the requirements on the other sheet and send it to the e-mail
address down below.
※We will understand that you have accepted the written pledge(agreement)
when you send us the application.

5. Application dead line

2:00pm on June 30th Saturday, 2018 (must be arrived)
※The application will be closed as soon as the number of applicants reached
the capacity.

6. Others

Hanten (a coat), Tabi (socks), Hantako(pants) and Mame-shibori(a headband)
will be lent. Please bring a white shirt which you will be wearing under Hanten,
and a towel. Bento (a box of food) will be offered. After the application, we
will let you know more details.

“The 50th Ryuou festival” Sake barrels carried exclusively by women
《Application form》
“The 50th Ryuou festival” Sake barrels carried exclusively by women 《Written pledge》
I (applicant) pledge that I will comply with the instruction from the sponsor, Nikko-city Tourism Association and the
following content. If I violate this pledge, I will leave the spot immediately and have no objection to the instruction
given.
1. I am not under 20 years old.
2. I am not related to any groups of gangsters.
3. I will follow the sponsor’s instruction.
4. I will not participate being drunk.
5. I will protect the safety of participants and ordinary people and will not do any troublesome behavior such as
violent act.
6. I will not participate wearing other clothes that are not asked to.
7. If you have an accident or injury during the event which exceed the insured content of property insurance insured
by the sponsor, we will not take a responsibility with it.
8. I will make sure that I will give back all the clothes that are lent. ※Hanten (a coat), Tabi (socks), Hantako(pants)
and Mame-shibori(a headband) In case I cannot give them back to the sponsor on the day, I will bring them or send
them to the sponsor within one week.

Thank you very much for your cooperation. Please fill out the requirements down below so that we can
arrange to subscribe the insurance and prepare the equipment. The information you are giving us will be
used only for this event and we will treat the information with responsibility.
★Shoe size・・・Please write down per 0.5cm (Example: 24.5cm)
★Clothes size・・・Please describe with S, M, L, LL and so on.
We will understand that you have accepted the written pledge when you send us the application.
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Address:
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30th
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1404-1, Kinugawaonsen-ohara, Nikko, Tochigi, 321-2522, Japan
Nikko City Tourism Association Kinugawa/Kawaji branch
Attention: Person in charge of “Onna-taru-mikoshi”
kinugawa-kawaji@nikko-kankou.org

